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ABSTRACT 

 

 This internship takes place in FJ COM DC Mall Batam whch is one of 

thousands small medium enterprises in the city. Over the years FJ COM has been facing 

some difficulties since its maiden operation, one of the main problem was                       

the unavailability of a reliably accounting recording system to provide an accurate 

financial reports that reflects the entity’s actual financial situation because its daily 
financial transactions were recorded manually inaccurately. Financial reports take a 

crucial part of decision making for the entity in further expansion, hence an accounting 

recording information system is needed. This internship starts from July 31
st
 2019 till 29

th
 

November 2019 after the process of stimulate approach by observating, interviewing and 

designing the system. 

The output of this internship is an user friendly accounting system that provides 

accounting recording and financial reports automatically based on what FJ COM needs. 

The user friendly design was made with the purpose to maximize user experience of using 

the system fitures such as forms that will be filled during the accounting recording 

process that will automatically generate and produce entity’s financial reports. 

 After the implementation of the accounting system, the entity can feel the 

positive impact from it such as giving convenient to the user for recording the 

transactions that used to be time consuming before which now can be done effectively 

and efficiently. Besides recording the transaction became more effective and efficient. 

The entity now can find out the number of inventory in real time and controlling the 

inventory is becoming easier than before. 
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